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Abstract: To seamlessly deliver artificial intelligence (AI) services using object detection, both infer-
ence latency from a system perspective as well as inference accuracy should be considered important.
Although edge computing can be applied to efficiently operate these AI services by significantly
reducing inference latency, deriving an optimized computational offloading policy for edge comput-
ing is a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose inference latency prediction approaches for
determining the optimal offloading policy in edge computing. Since there is no correlation between
the image size and inference latency during object detection, approaches to predict inference latency
are required for finding the optimal offloading policy. The proposed approaches predict the inference
latency between devices and object detection algorithms by using their statistical information on the
inference latency. By exploiting the predicted inference latency, a client may efficiently determine
whether to execute an object detection task locally or remotely. Through various experiments, the
performances of predicted inference latency according to the object detection algorithms are com-
pared and analyzed by considering two communication protocols in terms of the root mean square
error. The simulation results show that the predicted inference latency matches the actual inference
latency well.

Keywords: object detection; edge computing; offloading policy; inference latency; inference
latency prediction

1. Introduction

As artificial intelligence (AI) technology develops and begins to be applied to various
fields, various services using AI technology are being developed. Machine learning (ML),
which is the core of AI technology, has been mostly researched in the direction of improving
inference accuracy. AI models with high accuracy require vast amounts of data and
parameters. OpenAI’s generative pre-trained transformer 3 (GPT-3) model, widely used
in the field of natural language processing, has used a total of 175 billion parameters and
about 500 billion learning data to develop the model [1].

AI models should be provided to customers so that they can be applied in real life. To
provide AI technology at a price such that it can be released as a service or product, tech-
nologies such as TensorFlow Serving [2], TorchServe [3], the Nvidia Transition Server [4],
and Intel OpenVINO [5] have been studied in recent years to efficiently provide AI services
focusing on inference rather than learning.

Edge computing has attracted a lot of attention because it can efficiently operate
complex AI services such as object detection and mobile object tracking by offloading
computing and processing data to a cloud and edge devices [6–10]. By applying edge
computing to object detection, performance can be improved, which can be used to reduce
inference latency and energy consumption and increase inference accuracy [9,10]. To
maximize performance through edge computing, an offloading policy that determines
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which edge or cloud devices to execute the workload plays a very important role, and
inference latency, communication latency, and energy consumption should be considered
to derive an optimal offloading policy. However, since inference latency is affected by the
characteristics of inference models, devices, and images, it is difficult to derive an offloading
policy by reflecting the actual inference latency in practice. Therefore, it is required to
derive an accurate offloading policy that takes into account the predicted inference latency.

In this paper, we introduce a resource optimization approach in terms of the inference
latency of object detection in edge computing from a system perspective for an efficient
AI service by using the TensorFlow serving system that is closely related to the ML model
deployment of AI models. Inference latency is a very important factor to be considered in
AI service systems, and finding optimal offloading policies in terms of inference latency
when edge computing is considered is a very challenging problem. Information on the
inference latency is essential to find the optimal offloading policy in the scheduling phase,
and in many studies [11–21], inference latency has been set to be proportional to file size.
However, in object detection, there is no correlation between the file size and inference
latency, and the inference latency is determined by the characteristics of the image, requiring
additional processes to calculate the inference latency. We propose two inference latency
prediction approaches for object detection. The first method is aimed at inference latency
prediction for the client, edge, and cloud devices, and the second method is focused on
inference latency prediction for the object detection algorithms by using their statistical
information on inference latency. By employing the predicted inference latency, the client
determines whether to perform the object detection task locally or remotely on the edge and
cloud for the optimal offloading policy. For the implementation of AI service systems, the
region-based fully convolutional network (RFCN) [22] and single-shot multibox detector
(SSD-MobileNet) [23] algorithms are considered as the two-stage and single-stage object
detectors, respectively, and the representational state transfer (REST) [24,25] and Google
remote procedure call (gRPC) [26] protocols are used as communication protocols. Through
various experiments, the performances of predicted inference latency is compared and
analyzed according to the object detection algorithms and communication protocols.

The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.

1. A system with AI technology was constructed using an object detection service as
an AI service, and the performance of the object detection model on this system was
studied from the perspective of the inference latency of the entire system, deviating
from the inference accuracy;

2. When performing object detection, we reveal that there is no correlation between
image size and inference latency, which presents a problem—that inference latency
prediction is required for scheduling purposes;

3. We propose an approach for inference latency prediction during object detection
in edge computing. The proposed approaches predict the inference latency be-
tween devices and object detection algorithms by using the statistical information on
inference latency;

4. By exploiting the predicted inference latency, the client may effectively determine
whether to perform the object detection task locally or remotely. By exploiting this
scheduling phase, the overall performance of AI services could be improved;

5. Through simulation results, we demonstrate that the performances of the proposed
approaches were compared and analyzed according to the object detection algorithms
(RFCN and SSD-MobileNet) in consideration of two communication protocols (gRPC
and REST).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works on AI
services with the optimization of edge computing. In Section 3, we present the system
model. Section 4 presents the proposed inference latency prediction approaches. Simulation
results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Related Works

Recently, the operation of efficient AI services using edge computing in various
applications has been studied. Depending on the nature of AI-based applications, edge
computing could be used as a way to improve power consumption, inference accuracy, or
inference delay performance, and it is important to consider what specific tasks to execute
on which devices to maximize edge computing performance. Offloading strategies are
essential for the effective use of edge computing, and various offloading strategies are
being introduced in AI services.

Wu et al. [27] have studied the edge computing-driven AI service for object detection in
low-light conditions. Since low-light conditions could reduce object detection performance,
they proposed an end-to-end methodology for image enhancement and object detection.
Their proposed structure consists of an image enhancement stage operating on cloud and
an edge-based object detection stage performing in edge. In the first stage, the enhancement
neural network computes the enhanced illumination portion of a low-light image. Then,
edge devices can perform object detection accurately and quickly based on cloud computing
information feature maps. By using this structure, the detection performance is significantly
improved in low-light conditions.

Wu et al. [28] have developed an edge computing-based mobile object tracking method
in the internet of things. For IoT devices, it is very difficult to implement advanced mobile
object tracking that requires significant computing power due to energy constraints. To ease
the energy consumption burden of IoT devices, they proposed an edge computing-based
multivariate time series (ET-MTS) framework in IoT systems for accurately tracking mobile
objects using edge computing. The EC-MTS framework leverages vector automatic regression
to revisit arbitrary historical object trajectory data and fit the best trajectory model for accurate
mobile object position prediction. Simulation results demonstrated that EC-MTS showed
better object trajectory goodness-of-fit and object location prediction accuracy.

Tarahomi et al. [29] have presented an efficient power-aware virtual machine (VM)
allocation algorithm in a cloud data center. They considered virtualization to allocate
power-aware VMs because the power efficiency of cloud servers in a data center is very
important. The evolutionary algorithms were used for VM allocation to choose a suitable
VM as a physical host. Simulation results demonstrated that their proposed algorithms
improved power consumption.

Amanatidis et al. [30] have designed a cooperative task execution mechanism for
object detection using an edge computing structure. Cooperation with edge computing is
essential to realize object detection algorithms in IoT devices with high performance and
low power consumption. In their proposed cooperative task execution mechanism, the
edge device collaboratively performs object detection on different images from end devices
for optimizing the execution time and the execution accuracy. In particular, they focused
on new policy that considers image compressing and the batch sizes of the received images
from the end devices. Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed policy based on
different splitting decisions and compression values can improve the E2E execution time
and accuracy.

Most recent studies [27–29] have focused mainly on offloading specific functions on
edge and cloud servers rather than selective offloading [21,30] according to system envi-
ronments to improve inference accuracy and latency performance. In addition, offloading
policies are derived based on the actual observed inference latency [30] or the inference
latency calculated in proportion to the relevant data size [21]. Since these types of inference
latency are somewhat different from the actual inference latency, there is a limit to deriving
optimal offload policies for edge computing. We focus on this problem and address, in
this paper, inference latency prediction considering the characteristics of inference models,
images, and devices. By using the predicted inference latency close to the actual inference
latency, the performance improvement by offloading can be maximized. To the best of our
knowledge, the inference latency prediction approach is the first methodology introduced
in object detection using edge computing.
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3. System Model

We consider an AI service model for object detection in edge computing as shown in
Figure 1. For the edge computing environment, the hierarchy consisting of the client, edge,
and cloud is adopted as a system model. The client device requests an object detection
service and can execute this task locally or remotely through network-connected devices
by considering various situations as in [11–21]. For remote execution, we assume that the
edge device is set to have higher computing power than the client device, and the cloud
server is set to have higher computing power than the edge device. To select a device in the
client to execute object detection tasks from among the client, edge, and cloud, not only the
communication latency but also the inference latency should be considered. Among these,
we present an approach to predict the inference latency of the edge and cloud on the client.
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Figure 1. System model for object detection in edge computing.

3.1. System Configuration

To configure the edge computing environment, we considered three machines, cor-
responding to the client, edge, and cloud, as shown in Table 1. Machine 1, with the best
computing power, was used as the cloud server, and machine 3, with the lowest computing
power, was used as the client device. Also, machine 2, with moderate computing power,
was used as the edge device. Ubuntu version 20.04 (Ubuntu, London, UK) was used along
with the Python implementation of the TensorFlow object detection API [31]. When an
object detection service was requested from an AI service client module to an AI service
server module, REST and gRPC were used as the communication protocols.

Table 1. Specification of machines.

Machine CPU GPU Geekbench 5 Score
(Multi-Core)

Machine 1 (Cloud) Intel Core i7-11700K RTX 3060 10822
Machine 2 (Edge) Intel Core i7-11700K - 10821
Machine 3 (Client) Intel Core i7-10700K - 8948

3.2. Object Detection Models

Two types of object detectors are considered in this paper. The SSD-MobileNet [23]
and RFCN [22] are considered for the single-stage and two-stage deep object detectors,
respectively. The SSD-MobileNet conducts object detection as a simple regression problem
by learning the class probabilities and boundary box coordinates of input images. The
RFCN generates regions of interest in the first stage, and object classification and boundary
box regression are performed on the regions of interest in the second stage. Therefore, the
RFCN is more accurate and requires a longer computational time, while the SSD-MobileNet
is much faster but provides less accurate results.
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3.3. Dataset

For inference latency analysis, the COCO 2017 validation dataset [32], with 5000 images,
was used to measure the inference latency of the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet algorithms. We
selected ten image samples out of 5000 images as shown in Figure 2 and showed the results
of object detection through the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet in Figure 3. The object detection
service using the RFCN model shows that most objects on the image are detected with high
accuracy (95% or more), but the SSD-MobileNet model shows that only major objects on the
image are detected, small objects are not detected, and the detection accuracy of major objects
is lower than that in the RFCN model.
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4. Proposed Inference Latency Prediction Approaches

This section describes approaches to predict inference latency during object detection
in edge computing. In an edge computing environment consisting of a client, edge, and
cloud, the two proposed methods approximately predict the inference latency of a task
between devices and object detection algorithms by using statistical information. Through
experiments, in object detection, we found that the inference latency is not proportional
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to the size of the image and is determined by the characteristics of the image. In addition,
it was confirmed that the tendency of inference latency varies depending on the object
detection algorithm in use. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the inference latency of the
edge and cloud using only the size of the image. Through various analyses, it was observed
that there was a statistical similarity between the inference latencies of devices and object
detection algorithms. Using this characteristic, the client can predict the inference latency
for the edge and cloud based on the statistical information on the inference latency in the
edge and cloud. The predicted inference latency could be used in a scheduling step of
determining whether to perform the task locally or remotely on the edge and cloud. After
that, the inference latency of object detection was measured for 50 image samples out of
5000 images selected for visualization, and the results are presented in the figures below.

4.1. Inference Latency According to Image Size

This section presents the relationship between image size and inference latency when
using the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models for object detection. In [21], an approach
where the inference latency is also increased in proportion to the increase in the image
size was considered. However, this approach does not apply to all applications, and an
approach suitable for specific application characteristics should be considered.

We measured the inference latency for images with various sizes to analyze the
relationship between image size and inference time for the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet
models. As shown in Figure 4, we can confirm that the relationship between image size
and inference latency is uncorrelated, which shows that it is difficult to predict inference
latency with image size alone in object detection.
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For this reason, the client cannot predict the inference latency required for object
detection in the edge and cloud devices, leading to a problem in which it cannot determine
where to execute the task, locally or remotely, on the edge and cloud. In other words, when
exploiting object detection services in edge computing, the process of predicting inference
latency at the edges and clouds should be additionally considered.

4.2. Inference Latency Depending on Devices

This section deals with the relationship between computing power and inference
latency when using the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models for object detection. We mea-
sured the inference latency for the gRPC and REST communication protocols depending
on three machines with different computing powers as described in Table 1. As shown
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in Figures 5 and 6, we can observe that the SSD-MobileNet model has a much shorter
inference latency than the RFCN model and that gRPC is slightly faster than REST. It can
also be seen that the cloud shows the lowest inference latency, the edge shows a slightly
longer inference latency than the cloud, and the client shows the longest inference latency.
What we should pay attention to here is the tendency of inter-machine inference latency.
For example, as shown in Figure 6b, although there are large differences between the abso-
lute inference latencies of the client, edge, and cloud devices, it can be observed that the
inference latencies of the client, edge, and cloud devices are relatively similar. In addition,
the similarity is more evident in REST than in gPRC. Leveraging this similarity may help
the client predict the inference latency of the edge and of the cloud.
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4.3. Proposed Inference Latency Prediction between Devices

This section introduces the first method (Method 1), wherein the client predicts the
inference latency of the edge and cloud with a given inference model. To analyze the
similarity in inference latency between devices, we compare the inference latencies of
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devices by using the normalized inference latency, which converts the distribution of
inference latency to a normal distribution. Let X be the distribution of the inference latency
for each device. Then, the distribution of normalized inference latency Z can be converted
as below:

Z = (X − µ)/σ, (1)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the inference latency for each device
for 5000 images. The notations used in this paper are given in Table 2. From now on, the
device information is used as a subscript under the symbols of the mean and standard
deviation. For example, µcloud and σcloud are the mean and standard deviation of the cloud
device, respectively. The statistical information is listed in Tables 3 and 4 for the RFCN and
SSD-MobileNet models, respectively.

Table 2. List of notations.

Notations Meaning

X Distribution of the inference latency for each device

Z Distribution of the inference latency for each device

µ Mean of the inference latency for each device

σ Standard deviation of the inference latency for each device

ρ Correlation coefficient

α Factor for reflecting the correlation coefficient

X̂client Distribution of predicted inference latency for client

X̂edge Distribution of predicted inference latency for edge

X̂cloud Distribution of predicted inference latency for cloud

ZSSD−MobileNet
client Distribution of normalized latency of SSD-MobileNet for client

ZRFCN
client Distribution of normalized latency of the RFCN for client

ZRFCN
edge Distribution of normalized latency of the RFCN for edge

ZRFCN
cloud Distribution of normalized latency of the RFCN for cloud

X̂RFCN
client Distribution of predicted latency of the RFCN for client

X̂RFCN
edge Distribution of predicted latency of the RFCN for edge

µRFCN
client Distribution of predicted latency of the RFCN for cloud

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation values of inference latency for the RFCN model.

(µ, σ) Client Edge Cloud

gRPC (1705.08, 229.42) (380.57, 51.08) (65.11, 6.60)
REST (1780.61, 231.88) (378.69, 46.60) (83.55, 6.64)

Table 4. Mean and standard deviation values of inference latency for the SSD-MobileNet model.

(µ, σ) Client Edge Cloud

gRPC (36.40, 1.71) (13.83, 0.56) (12.81, 0.35)
REST (78.68, 10.47) (34.24, 6.24) (30.09, 4.28)

We compare the similarities of the normalized inference latency values by reflecting
the µ and σ of inference latency for the client, edge, and cloud devices. Figures 7 and 8
show the normalized inference latency with the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models for the
client, edge, and cloud devices, respectively. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, we can observe
that the normalized inference latency values are similar for the client, edge, and cloud
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devices. Also, the similarity between the client, edge, and cloud devices is more clearly
revealed in REST than in gRPC. Therefore, it can be considered that the inference latency of
the client can be utilized to predict the inference latency of the edge and cloud.
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Considering the similarity in normalized inference latency between the client, edge,
and cloud devices, we propose a method for predicting the inference latency at the edges
and clouds for the clients. The predicted inference latency for the edge and cloud in object
detection can be obtained by using the normalized inference latency for the client and
statistical information for the edge and cloud, as shown in Figure 9.
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Let Zclient be the distribution of the normalized inference latency for the client device.
This distribution can be easily obtained by executing object detection in the client. Then,
the distributions of predicted inference latency for the edge and cloud X̂edge and X̂cloud can
be calculated as below:

X̂edge = σedge·Zclient + µedge, (2)

X̂cloud = σcloud·Zclient + µcloud. (3)

We assumed that the client was informed of the µ and σ of the edge and cloud in advance.
To employ the proposed technique, a process of calculating the µ and σ for the edge and
cloud according to the application and dataset is required.

From Equations (2) and (3), the client can predict the inference latency of the edge and
cloud. The predicted inference latencies for the edge and cloud are utilized as important
parameters in determining whether the client executes the object detection task locally or
remotely. In applications such as autonomous driving, which is very sensitive to latency,
the communication latency and inference latency should be considered more importantly.
Therefore, the proposed inference latency prediction technique is expected to play an
important role in various applications.

Additionally, the inference latency of the client and cloud is predictable at the edge.
Let Zedge be the distribution of the normalized inference latency for the edge device. Then,
the distributions of predicted inference latency for the client and cloud X̂client and X̂cloud
can be computed as below:

X̂client = σclient·Zedge + µclient, (4)

X̂cloud = σcloud·Zedge + µcloud. (5)

When it is difficult for the client to determine the device to execute the task, it is possible to
predict the inference latency of other devices at the edge and cloud for scheduling.

The steps of the proposed methods are as follows. First, the client searches for edge
and cloud devices that are around (Step 1) and receives their statistical information on
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inference latency (Step 2). Then, the inference latency is predicted based on Zclient and the
received statistical information on the edge and cloud devices from Equations (2) and (3)
on the client (Step 3). Considering the predicted inference latency and communication
latency of the edge and cloud devices, the client derives an offloading policy regarding to
which device to offload, as in [21] (Step 4). Finally, the workload is offloaded to the selected
devices, and they execute object detection (Step 5) and update statistics based on the actual
inference latency (Step 6).

4.4. Proposed Inference Latency Prediction between Object Detection Algorithms

This section describes the second method (Method 2), wherein the client with the
SSD-MobileNet model predicts the inference latency of the RFCN model for the client,
edge, and cloud. It is very efficient to predict the inference latency of the RFCN model
through the SSD-MobileNet model because the SSD-MobileNet model operates much faster
than the RFCN model, as explained in Section 3.2. To analyze the relationship between the
inference latencies of the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models, we compare the correlation
coefficients ρ between the normalized inference latency of the SSD-MobileNet model for
the client, ZSSD−MobileNet

client , and the normalized inference latency of the RFCN model for
the client, edge, and cloud, i.e., ZRFCN

client , ZRFCN
edge , and ZRFCN

cloud , as listed in Table 5. The two

protocols show somewhat different characteristics. In gRPC, ZSSD−MobileNet
client is observed to

have a negative correlation with ZRFCN
client , ZRFCN

edge , and ZRFCN
cloud , and in REST, ZSSD−MobileNet

client is

observed to have a negative correlation with ZRFCN
client and ZRFCN

edge and a positive correlation

with ZRFCN
cloud . Therefore, it is possible to predict the inference latency of the RFCN model

through that of the SSD-MobileNet model by exploiting these correlation characteristics.

Table 5. The correlation coefficients of normalized inference latency between the SSD-MobileNet
model for the client and the RFCN model for the client, edge, and cloud.

ρ Client Edge Cloud

gRPC –0.39 –0.36 –0.26
REST –0.39 –0.32 0.38

We compared the relationship between the normalized inference latencies of the SSD-
MobileNet and RFCN models by considering a factor, α, to reflect the negative correlation.
For the positive and negative correlations, α was set to +1 and −1, respectively. Then, the
normalized inference latencies of the RFCN model for the client, edge, and cloud, ZRFCN

client ,
ZRFCN

edge , and ZRFCN
cloud , are predicted as α·ZSSD−MobileNet

client . Therefore, with the gRPC protocol,
the normalized inference latencies of the RFCN model for the client, edge, and cloud are
predicted as −ZSSD−MobileNet

client , −ZSSD−MobileNet
client , and ZSSD−MobileNet

client , respectively.
Figure 10 shows the normalized inference latencies of the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet

models for the client in the REST protocol. It can be observed that the normalized inference
latencies of the client in the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models have a negative correlation
as shown in Figure 10a. By setting α as –1, we can observe that the normalized inference
latencies of the client tend to be similar for the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models, as shown
in Figure 10b.

Figure 11 shows the normalized inference latencies of the RFCN model for the edge
device and the SSD-MobileNet model for the client device in the REST protocol. Similar to
what is observed in the relationship between the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet models for the
client device, it can be observed that the normalized inference latencies of the RFCN model
for the edge device and the SSD-MobileNet model for the client device have a negative
correlation, as shown in Figure 11a. Therefore, it is possible to approximately predict the
normalized inference latency of the RFCN model for the edge device by multiplying the
normalized inference latency of the SSD-MobileNet model for the client by −1, as shown
in Figure 11b. Similarly, the normalized inference latency of the RFCN for the cloud device
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can be predicted based on the normalized inference latency of the SSD-MobileNet model
for the client device.
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model for the client in the REST protocol: (a) α = 1; (b) α = −1.

Considering these similar characteristics of the normalized inference latency between
devices, the actual inference latency of the RFCN model for the client, edge, and cloud can
be predicted based on their statistical information, α, and ZSSD−MobileNet

client . First, the SSD-
MobileNet model is executed on the client to obtain ZSSD−MobileNet

client , and α is determined by
considering the correlation coefficients of normalized inference latency between the RFCN
and SSD-MobileNet models. Then, the distributions of predicted inference latency for the
client, edge, and cloud X̂RFCN

client , X̂RFCN
edge and X̂RFCN

cloud can be calculated as below:

X̂RFCN
client = σRFCN

client ·(α·Z SSD−MobileNet
client

)
+ µRFCN

client , (6)

X̂RFCN
edge = σRFCN

edge ·(α·Z SSD−MobileNet
client

)
+ µRFCN

edge , (7)
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X̂RFCN
cloud = σRFCN

cloud ·
(

α·ZSSD−MobileNet
client

)
+ µRFCN

cloud , (8)

where µRFCN
device and σRFCN

device are the mean and standard deviation of the inference latency of
RFCN model for each device. It is assumed that the µRFCN

device and σRFCN
device for all devices are

known in advance on the client and are updated periodically. The correlation characteristics
of the inference latency for each inference model and the analysis and delivery of statistical
information are not the scope of this paper, and we will further study these topics in
the future. As it becomes possible to predict the inference latency of the RFCN model
for the client, edge, and cloud devices through the normalized inference latency of the
SSD-MobileNet model for the client device, the actual inference latency of the RFCN model
with relatively long latency can be predicted as short latency.

5. Simulation Results

This section shows the simulation results of the two proposed inference latency pre-
diction methods in object detection. While the proposed method 1 aims to predict the
inference latency between devices using a given inference model, the proposed method
2 aims to predict the inference latency between a complex two-stage and a simple single-
stage inference model. For object detection, the RFCN and SSD-MobileNet are considered
as two-stage and single-stage object detectors, respectively, and gRPC and REST are used as
the communication protocols. We evaluate that the proposed inference latency prediction
methods work well in various environments through experimental results. For predic-
tion accuracy comparison, the root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated between the
distribution of inference latency X and the distribution of predicted inference latency X̂.

5.1. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Method 1 with RFCN Model

We measured the predicted inference latency of the proposed method 1 in the RFCN
model and now compare it to the actual inference latency for the edge and cloud.
Figures 12 and 13 show the actual and predicted inference latency with the RFCN model
for the cloud and edge, respectively. Overall, as shown in Figures 12 and 13, it can be
observed that the predicted inference latency with the RFCN model reflects the actual
inference latency for the edge and cloud well. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the
proposed inference latency prediction approach is suitable for object detection.
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When comparing the results for the edge and cloud, the inference latency of the cloud
is relatively very low, and so the similarity between the predicted and actual inference
latency at the edge is longer than that of the cloud. Although the difference between the
predicted and actual inference latency seems small at the edge, the RMSE of the edge is
larger than that of the cloud, as shown in Table 6, since the inference latency at the edge is
relatively long. The difference between the predicted and actual inference latency for the
cloud seems more noticeable than for the edge. However, the RMSE of the cloud is smaller
than that of the edge.

Table 6. The RMSE performance of method 1 with the RFCN model for the edge and cloud.

RMSE Cloud Edge

gRPC 3.259 28.300
REST 5.372 15.554

A comparison was also conducted according to the communication protocols gRPC
and REST. Two different trends have been observed depending on the communication
protocol. First, the RMSE performance of gRPC is lower than that of REST in the cloud.
In other words, the predicted inference latency is more accurate when gRPC is used than
when REST is used in the cloud. Second, the RMSE performance of REST is lower than that
of gRPC at the edge. That is, the predicted inference latency is more accurate when REST is
used than when gRPC is used at the edge. Figures 12 and 13 also confirm that using gRPC
in the cloud and REST at the edge is better for predicting inference latency.

5.2. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Method 1 with SSD-MobileNet Model

We measured the predicted inference latency of the proposed method 1 in the SSD-
MobileNet model and now compare it to the actual inference latency for the edge and cloud.
Figures 14 and 15 show the actual and predicted inference latency with the SSD-MobileNet
model for the cloud and edge, respectively. Overall, as shown in Figures 14 and 15, it can
be observed that the predicted inference latency with the SSD-MobileNet model reflects the
actual inference latency for the edge and cloud well. Therefore, it can be also confirmed
that the proposed inference latency prediction approach is suitable for object detection.
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Figure 15. The actual and predicted inference latency of method 1 with the SSD-MobileNet model for
the edge: (a) gRPC; (b) REST.

The SSD-MobileNet model has a tendency that is different from the results of the
RFCN model because the difference in inference latency between the cloud and edge is
small. In the SSD-MobileNet model, there is a large difference in terms of inference latency
depending on the communication protocol rather than the difference in inference latency
according to the device. When comparing the results of gRPC and REST, the similarity
between the predicted and actual inference latency while using REST is greater than that
while using gRPC. However, the RMSE of gRPC is much smaller than that of REST, as
shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The RMSE performance of method 1 with the SSD-MobileNet model for the edge and cloud.

RMSE Cloud Edge

gRPC 0.285 0.606
REST 0.689 1.705
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There is a trade-off relationship between gRPC and REST in the SSD-MobileNet model.
The gRPC protocol has a lower inference latency and RMSE performance compared to
the REST protocol, but it has a lower similarity between the prediction and the actual
inference latency. Conversely, the REST protocol has a high inference latency and the
RMSE performance compared to the gRPC protocol, but it has a high similarity between
the prediction and the actual inference latency. When building a system environment, it is
necessary to consider this trade-off relationship.

5.3. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Method 2

We measured the predicted inference latency of the proposed method 2 using the
SSD-MobileNet model and now compare it to the actual inference latency of the RFCN
model for the client and edge devices. Figure 16 shows the actual and predicted inference
latency of the RFCN model for the client and edge devices using the SSD-MobileNet model
for the client device in the REST protocol. Although there are more prediction errors
when compared to the proposed method 1, it can be observed that the predicted inference
latency of the proposed method 2 is also highly similar to the actual inference latency.
Simulation results confirm that the use of the characteristics of the negative correlation
between the RCFN and SSD-MobileNet models can effectively predict the inference latency
of the complex RFCN model. Additionally, the proposed method 2 predicts not only the
inference latency of the RFCN model for the client but also the inference latency of the
RFCN model for the edge device well.
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We also evaluated the RMSE performance of the proposed method 2 in the gRPC
and REST protocols as shown in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. When calculating the RMSE,
two cases, where α is 1 and −1, in the proposed method 2 were considered to understand
the effect of α. According to the correlation given in Table 4, it can be seen that the proposed
method 2 with an α value of −1 decreases the RMSE for a negative correlation, and the
proposed method 2 with an α value of 1 decreases the RMSE for a positive correlation. By
setting α to −1, it was possible to improve the performance by more than 30% from the
perspective of the RMSE for negative correlation. Therefore, the proposed inference latency
prediction method considering correlation is suitable for predicting the inference latency of
the complex RFCN model.
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Table 8. The RMSE performance of method 2 in the gRPC protocol.

RMSE Client Edge Cloud

α = 1 297.92 63.60 7.70
α = −1 196.44 43.23 5.87

Table 9. The RMSE performance of method 2 in the REST protocol.

RMSE Client Edge Cloud

α = 1 298.00 60.03 5.05
α = −1 196.75 42.74 7.58

5.4. Complexity Analysis of Proposed Inference Latency Prediction Methods

This section describes the complexity of the proposed methods. The proposed methods
predict the inference latency through three steps. First, the inference latency is measured
on the client device. Then, the normalized inference latency is computed by reflecting the
statistical information on the measured inference latency on the client device. Lastly, the
predicted inference latencies of the edge and cloud devices are obtained by considering
their statistical information on the normalized inference latency. Since the second and third
steps involve simple scaling, most of the complexity is due to the first step of measuring
the inference latency on the client. However, the first step can also be executed relatively
simply because it uses a simple inference model, such as the SSD-MobileNet model, when
measuring inference latency on the client device. In addition, since this process can be
performed in parallel on a separate core of the client, inference latency can be predicted
with very low time overhead if only the statistical information of each device is updated.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed two inference latency prediction approaches for object
detection in edge computing. Predicting accurate inference latency is essential because
inference latency plays an important role in deriving the optimal offloading policy for edge
computing. Using the proposed method, it was possible to predict the inference latency of
other devices in a particular device within a given model by using statistical information
on their inference latency. Additionally, the proposed method was also able to predict the
inference latency of other devices on a certain device across different inference models.
Through various experiments, the performances of actual and predicted inference latency
were compared according to the selected object detection algorithms and communication
protocols. The simulation results show that the predicted inference latency is well matched
with the actual inference latency between devices or algorithms. Therefore, the proposed
inference latency prediction approaches are suitable for AI services using object detection
in edge computing. In the future, we will study and evaluate the performance of offloading
policy decisions by applying the proposed inference latency prediction methods in real
system environments.
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